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Communication

Cultural/Global Awareness and Citizenship

Personal Development and Responsibility

Critical, Analytical, Creative, and Logical Thinking

Informational Technology, Information Management

Learned Expertise in Field

These are just rough, general headings.

Under each of these headings we will list the abilities that LPC students completing general education will be able to do. For instance, under “Communication” we will list abilities such as:

- Organize and articulate ideas for a range of audiences and purposes
- Use written, spoken and symbolic forms to convey concepts effectively

We will be revising the headings and working on the list of abilities at future meetings of the Learning Outcomes Task Force. Please bring your suggestions to the next meetings: October 6 (second half of Town Hall); October 11, 2:00-3:30, Room 1602; or send your ideas through your Division Representative to the Task Force.